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Investment objective
To achieve long term capital growth by investment in UK quoted smaller companies.

Benchmark
The Numis Smaller Companies plus AIM (excluding Investment Companies) Index.

Cumulative performance (%)
as at  

31/03/23
1 

month
3  

months
6  

months
1  

year
3  

years
5  

years

Share Price 426.0p (5.7) (7.1) 7.0 (27.0) 2.5 (6.5)

NAV 495.2p (4.0) (2.8) 7.9 (25.6) 16.5 6.4 

Reference IndexA (5.7) (0.6) 6.3 (13.4) 45.2 7.0 

Discrete performance (%)
31/03/23 31/03/22 31/03/21 31/03/20 31/03/19

Share Price (27.0) 1.0 38.9 (1.1) (7.8)

NAV (25.6) 5.0 49.2 (9.3) 0.7 

Reference IndexA (13.4) (2.1) 71.3 (23.2) (4.1)
Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, total returns. The percentage growth figures above are calculated over periods 
on a mid to mid basis.
Past performance is not a guide to future results.

Ten largest positions relative to the reference index (%)
Overweight Stocks Portfolio Benchmark Relative

Telecom Plus  3.6  -    3.6 

Alpha Financial Markets  3.8  0.3  3.5 

4Imprint  3.9  0.6  3.3 

Diploma  3.0  -    3.0 

Cranswick  2.9  -    2.9 

Kainos  2.9  -    2.9 

Games Workshop  2.8  -    2.8 

Discoverie  3.1  0.3  2.8 

Watches Of Switzerland  2.7  -    2.7 

Ergomed  2.8  0.2  2.6 
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A Reference Index is the Numis Smaller Companies (ex Investment Companies) Index up to 31 December 2017, and 
the Numis Smaller Companies plus AIM (excluding Investment Companies) Index thereafter.
B © 2023 Morningstar. All Rights Reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or 
its content providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. 
Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this 
information. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. For more detailed information about Morningstar’s 
Analyst Rating, including its methodology, please go to: http://corporate.morningstar.com/us/documents/
MethodologyDocuments/AnalystRatingforFundsMethodology.pdf The Morningstar Analyst Rating for Funds is a 
forward-looking analysis of a fund. Morningstar has identified five key areas crucial to predicting the future success of 
a fund: People, Parent, Process, Performance, and Price. The pillars are used in determining the Morningstar Analyst 
Rating for a fund. Morningstar Analyst Ratings are assigned on a five-tier scale running from Gold to Negative. The 
top three ratings, Gold, Silver, and Bronze, all indicate that our analysts think highly of a fund; the difference between 
them corresponds to differences in the level of analyst conviction in a fund’s ability to outperform its benchmark and 
peers through time, within the context of the level of risk taken over the long term. Neutral represents funds in which 
our analysts don’t have a strong positive or negative conviction over the long term and Negative represents funds that 
possess at least one flaw that our analysts believe is likely to significantly hamper future performance over the long 
term. Long term is defined as a full market cycle or at least five years. Past performance of a security may or may 
not be sustained in future and is no indication of future performance. For detailed information about the Morningstar 
Analyst Rating for Funds, please visit http://global.morningstar.com/managerdisclosures.

Morningstar Analyst RatingTM

B Morningstar Analyst Rating™
Morningstar analysts assign the ratings globally on a 
five-tier scale with three positive ratings of Gold, Silver 
and Bronze.

Morningstar Sustainability RatingTM

Morningstar RatingTM

    
B Morningstar RatingTM for Funds
Morningstar rates funds from one to five stars based 
on how well they’ve performed (after adjusting for risk 
and accounting for all sales charges) in comparison 
to similar funds.

Twenty largest equity holdings (%)
4Imprint 3.9

Alpha Financial Markets                        3.8

Telecom Plus                 3.6

discoverIE  3.1

Diploma                                        3.0

Kainos                     2.9

Cranswick 2.9

JTC                                                   2.9

Ergomed 2.8

Games Workshop 2.8

Hilton Food                                          2.7

Watches of Switzerland 2.7

CVS 2.6

Gamma Communications                            2.5

Safestore                    2.4

Big Technologies 2.4

Next Fifteen Communications                2.4

Bytes Technology 2.3

Hill & Smith 2.3

Impax 2.3

Total 56.3

Total number of investments 54

All sources (unless indicated): abrdn: 31 March 2023.
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Sector allocation (%)

Consumer Discretionary                                           24.1

Industrials 22.2

Technology                                                  13.6

Financial Services                                          12.5

Telecommunications                                          6.5

Consumer Staples                                              5.6

Real Estate 4.8

Basic Materials 3.8

Health Care                                                 2.8

Energy 1.3

Cash                                        2.6

Total 100.0

Key information 
Calendar

Accounts Published September

Annual General 
Meeting

October

Launch Date 1993

Dividends Paid April/October

Trust information
Fund Manager Abby Glennie / 

Amanda Yeaman

Gross Assets £470.3 million

Borrowing £25.0 million

Market Capitalisation £383.1 million

Share Price 426.0p

Net Asset ValueD 495.2p

(Discount)/Premium
12 Month High
12 Month Low

(14.0)%
(8.2)%
(15.4)%

Net yield 2.0%

Current Equity Net
Gearing The levels 
of gearing and yield 
change on a daily 
basis.

2.9%

Trust Annual
Management Fee

0.85% on Net Assets 
up to £250m, 0.65% 
on Net Assets 
between £250m 
and £550m and 
0.55% on Net Assets 
over £550m

Ongoing ChargesE 0.82%

Active Share
percentageF

84.5%

AIFMD Leverage Limits
Gross Notional 3x

Commitment 2x
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1 Year Premium/Discount Chart (%)
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Reference IndexC

Fund managers’ report
Market review
UK equities lost ground in March as concerns about the stability of the international 
financial system dominated, while resulting fears about weakening global growth led to 
a decline in commodity prices. Overall, the blue-chip FTSE 100 Index (-2.5%) fared better 
than both the mid-cap FTSE 250 Index and the FTSE Small Cap Index, which fell 4.6% and 
5.1% respectively in total return terms. The collapse of US-based Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) 
and a loss of confidence in Switzerland’s Credit Suisse sparked a global sell-off in the first 
half of the month. However, intervention from financial regulators helped to avert a more 
serious crisis.
In economic news, the rate of inflation in the UK rose to 10.4% in February after having 
fallen to 10.1% the previous month. The surprise uptick was partly due to shortages in 
fresh produce imported from southern Europe. The Bank of England again increased the 
base rate in its bid to bring inflation under control, taking it to 4.25%. Figures published by 
S&P Global indicated that private sector private sector activity in Britain had continued to 
grow in March as a result of strength in the service sector. Business confidence rose to its 

C Reference Index is the Numis Smaller Companies (ex Investment Companies) Index up to 31 December 2017, and 
the Numis Smaller Companies plus AIM (excluding Investment Companies) Index thereafter. 
D Net Asset Value including income.
E Expressed as a percentage of average daily net assets for the year ended 30 June 2022. The Ongoing Charges 
Figure (OCF) is the overall cost shown as a percentage of the value of the assets of the Company. It is made up of 
the Annual Management Fee and other charges. It does not include any costs associated with buying shares in the 
Company or the cost of buying and selling stocks within the Company. The OCF can help you compare the annual 
operating expenses of different Companies.
F The ‘Active Share’ percentage is a measure used to describe what portion of the portfolio’s holdings differ from the 
reference index holdings.

Fund managers’ report continues overleaf 
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highest level in 12 months, the data showed, while Chancellor of the Exchequer Jeremy 
Hunt stated in his Budget speech that the UK economy was expected to avoid falling into 
recession in 2023, defying earlier forecasts. However, house prices in Britain recorded their 
steepest fall since 2009, while mortgage lending declined to its lowest level since 2016.

Performance
During March, the Trust delivered a net asset value total return of -4.4% compared with 
a -5.7% total return for the Numis Smaller Companies plus AIM (excluding Investment 
Companies) Index.
4imprint was the biggest contributor to positive performance after yet more excellent 
results, with exceptional organic growth driven by recent investment in marketing 
operations. The company’s announcement of a special dividend also bolstered the 
share price. Following a weak start to the year, Telecom Plus shares were solid thanks 
to the resilience and recurring revenue nature of the business. Mortgage Advice Bureau 
also added to returns, with encouraging momentum in end markets indicating that its 
borrowing activities may have recovered more quickly than expected following last 
autumn’s disastrous mini-Budget.
Conversely, shares in Next Fifteen Communications suffered from read-across from 
other media and technology peers, as well as concern about the company’s heavy 
exposure to large US tech firms. However, conversations with the company gave us 
confidence that trading would be resilient. DiscoverIE detracted from returns, although 
this underperformance appeared unwarranted given that the company’s fundamental 
results have been strong. Finally, Team17 weakened following the surprise news that the 
company’s CEO was stepping down. Despite this, its recent results were encouraging 
and indicated outperformance against its peers.

Activity
The Trust took a new position in recruitment company FDM. Its proposition continues 
to resonate with clients despite the challenging economic environment, providing the 
company with flexibility through consultancy recruitment as well as specialism in a 
number of skillsets. In addition, FDM’s broad sector and geographical focus helps to 
provide diversification benefits.
We topped up our holdings in Smart Metering Systems, Games Workshop and YouGov, 
while trimming positions in Alpha FMC, 4imprint and JTC.

Outlook
Recent volatility continued in March, driven by a fresh set of macroeconomic challenges. 
This latest correction was caused by a banking crisis that spread from SVB in the US 
into Europe with Credit Suisse, but which seemed by the end of the month to have been 
contained. The market’s style preferences were reflected in the performance of matrix 
factors over the month, with quality and earnings momentum performing well and 
valuation factors being weakest. This highlighted market sentiment correcting towards 
resilience and companies continuing to deliver on fundamentals, given that recent 
macro events have highlighted that areas of risk and uncertainty remain. In the past, the 
Trust has performed relatively well in such environments thanks to the stability, earnings 
resilience and quality of companies in the portfolio.
As we look ahead, we believe the market outlook will be more measured. The macro 
volatility and uncertainty created by the events of last month will not disappear, and 
while economic growth has been more resilient than many observers expected, there 
are still areas of concern. However, consumer spending continues to look resilient in 
the face of the squeeze on incomes and continued high inflation. We believe the Trust’s 
quality focus will serve us well through difficult periods, with companies also being in a 
financial position to invest in their business – and perhaps make acquisitions – driving 
further growth opportunities. As the year progresses, we expect there to be more 
focus on earnings as a driver of markets, and we have seen more rational reactions to 
company results over the last few months. Valuation remains a key part of our process, 
and is always considered as part of a rounded investment decision.

Composition by market capitalisation 
(Ex Cash) (%)

Numis Smaller Companies plus 
AIM (ex investment companies)

79.1

FTSE 250G 20.9

Total 100.0

Capital structure
Ordinary shares 89,922,349 

Treasury shares 14,242,073 

Allocation of management fees and 
finance costs

Capital 75%

Revenue 25%

Trading details
Reuters/Epic/
Bloomberg code

AUSC

ISIN code GB0002959582

Sedol code 0295958

Stockbrokers WINS Investment 
Trusts

Market makers INV, JPMS, NUMS,
PEEL, WINS

i
Factsheet
Receive the factsheet by email as 
soon as it is available by registering at 
www.invtrusts.co.uk/#signup   
www.abrdnuksmallercompanies 
growthtrust.co.uk

Contact
Private investors  
0808 500 4000

Institutional investors 
InvestmentTrustInvestorRelations-UK@
abrdn.com
+44 (0)20 7463 5971  
+44 (0)131 222 1863

G FTSE 250 are mid cap holdings that are above market cap for Numis Smaller Companies holdings.

Important information overleaf

Fund managers’ report - continued

http://www.abrdnuksmallercompaniesgrowthtrust.co.uk
http://www.abrdnuksmallercompaniesgrowthtrust.co.uk
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Important information
Risk factors you should consider prior to investing:
• The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up and investors may get back less than the  

amount invested.
• Past performance is not a guide to future results.
• Investment in the Company may not be appropriate for investors who plan to withdraw their money within 5 years.
• There is no guarantee that the market price of the Company’s shares will fully reflect their underlying Net Asset Value.
• As with all stock exchange investments the value of the Trust shares purchased will immediately fall by the difference between the 

buying and selling prices, the bid-offer spread. If trading volumes fall, the bid-offer spread can widen.
• The Company may borrow to finance further investment (gearing). The use of gearing is likely to lead to volatility in the Net Asset 

Value (NAV) meaning that any movement in the value of the company’s assets will result in a magnified movement in the NAV.
• The Company may accumulate investment positions which represent more than normal trading volumes which may make it difficult 

to realise investments and may lead to volatility in the market price of the Company’s shares.
• Yields are estimated figures and may fluctuate, there are no guarantees that future dividends will match or exceed historic dividends 

and certain investors may be subject to further tax on dividends.
• The Company may charge expenses to capital which may erode the capital value of the investment.
• The Alternative Investment Market (AIM) is a flexible, international market that offers small and growing companies the benefits of 

trading on a world-class public market within a regulatory environment designed specifically for them. AIM is owned and operated 
by the London Stock Exchange. Companies that trade on AIM may be harder to buy and sell than larger companies and their 
share prices may move up and down very sharply because they have lower trading volumes and also because of the nature of the 
companies themselves. In times of economic difficulty, companies listed on AIM could fail altogether and you could lose all your 
money.

• The Company invests in smaller companies which are likely to carry a higher degree of risk than larger companies.
• Specialist funds which invest in small markets or sectors of industry are likely to be more volatile than more diversified trusts.

Other important information:
An investment trust should be considered only as part of a balanced portfolio. The information contained in this document should not be 
considered as an offer, solicitation or investment recommendation to deal in the shares of any securities or financial instruments. It is not 
intended for distribution or use by any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any jurisdiction where such distribution, 
publication or use would be prohibited. Nothing herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice and is not to be relied upon in 
making an investment or other decision. No recommendation is made, positive or otherwise, regarding individual securities mentioned. 
This is not an invitation to subscribe for shares and is by way of information only. Subscriptions will only be received and shares issued on 
the basis of the current Key Information Document (KID). These can be obtained free of charge from abrdn Investments Limited, PO Box 
11020, Chelmsford, Essex, CM99 2DB or available on www.invtrusts.co.uk. Any data contained herein which is attributed to a third party 
(“Third Party Data”) is the property of (a) third party supplier(s) (the “Owner”) and is licensed for use by abrdn*. Third Party Data may 
not be copied or distributed. Third Party Data is provided “as is” and is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. To the extent 
permitted by applicable law, none of the Owner, abrdn* or any other third party (including any third party involved in providing and/or 
compiling Third Party Data) shall have any liability for Third Party Data or for any use made of Third Party Data. Neither the Owner nor 
any other third party sponsors, endorses or promotes the fund or product to which Third Party Data relates. * abrdn means the relevant 
member of abrdn group, being abrdn plc together with its subsidiaries, subsidiary undertakings and associated companies (whether 
direct or indirect) from time to time. 

FTSE International Limited (‘FTSE’) © FTSE 2023. ‘FTSE®’ is a trade mark of the London Stock Exchange Group companies and is used by 
FTSE International Limited under licence. RAFI® is a registered trademark of Research Affiliates, LLC. All rights in the FTSE indices and/
or FTSE ratings vest in FTSE and/or its licensors. Neither FTSE nor its licensors accept any liability for any errors or omissions in the FTSE 
indices and/or FTSE ratings or underlying data. No further distribution of FTSE Data is permitted without FTSE’s express written consent.

Issued by abrdn Fund Managers Limited, registered in England and Wales (740118) at 280 Bishopsgate, London, EC2M 4AG.  
abrdn Investments Limited, registered in Scotland (No. 108419), 10 Queen’s Terrace, Aberdeen AB10 1XL. Both companies are authorised 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK.
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